2024-2025
PBIS EVENTS

AUGUST

KONA ICE
50 PBIS POINTS

SEPTEMBER

Fall Festival
400 PBIS points

OCTOBER

students vs. teachers volleyball game
300 PBIS POINTS

NOVEMBER

FALL PEP RALLY
400 PBIS POINTS

DECEMBER

FIELD DAY
400 PBIS POINTS

JANUARY

Winter Wonderland
semi-formal dance
400 PBIS points

FEBRUARY

students vs. teachers kickball game
300 PBIS POINTS

MARCH

Talent Show
300 PBIS POINTS

SPRING PEP RALLY
400 PBIS POINTS

MAY

students vs. teachers basketball game
300 PBIS POINTS

FIELD DAY
400 PBIS POINTS

PLEASE NOTE: STUDENTS WHO ARE NOT FOLLOWING OUR 3 A’S EXPECTATIONS MAY NOT BE ALLOWED TO ATTEND PBIS EVENTS. EVENTS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. DATES/TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.